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CONGRATULATIONS, CPD RESEARCHERS!

October 21, 2010 by JoLynne Lyon

Congratulations to the CPD’s million-dollar researchers who were honored earlier this month at the USU Million Dollar Dinner. Of the 20 Utah State University researchers who were recognized, five were from the CPD. They are:

- **John Copenhaver**, executive director of the Technical Assistance for Excellence in Special Education center. TAESE is the technical assistance division for the Center for Persons with Disabilities.

- **Bryce Fitfield**, the CPD’s director and a professor in the Special Education and Rehabilitation department.

- CPD Interdisciplinary Training Division Director **Judith Holt**. Holt is also an associate professor in the Special Education and Rehabilitation department and the co-director of the Utah Regional Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental Disabilities.

- CPD Research and Evaluation Division Director **Mark Innocenti**. He also holds an associate professor appointment in the Psychology department.

- **Susan Olsen**, the CPD’s Exemplary Services Division director.